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We develop the framework for the heat equation method in the relative index 
theory. We study pairs of Dirac operators on complete manifolds and give an 
analytic interpretation of the difference of the integrals over their local index 
densities. This yields a generalization of the relative index theorem of Gromov and 
Lawson. Under some assumptions on the curvature we show, that supersymmetric 
scattering theories of Borisov, Miiller, and Schrader arise naturally. The scattering 
index is related to the relative topological index. ‘i’ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Our starting motivation for this work was to understand the relations 
between the relative index theory of Gromov and Lawson [l] and the 
supersymmetric scattering theory developed by Borisov, Miiller, and 
Schrader in [2]. We show that supersymmetric scattering theories may be 
discussed in the context of relative index theory introduced in [ 1 ] provided 
some curvature assumptions are made. To verify the sufficient condition 
for the existence of the supersymmetric scattering theory [2, Lemma 2.61 
we use heat kernel estimates. For this purpose we combine ideas of 
Donnelly [3,4], Donnelly and Li [IS] with the finite propagation speed 
method (see [6]). Contrary to some of the examples discussed in [2] we 
ony treat the case when the manifolds are complete and the operators agree 
at infinity. In a forthcoming paper we will deal with boundary conditions 
and further examples. 
We start with reviewing the main ideas of supersymmetric scattering 
theory in Section 1. In Section 2 we describe the framework of relative 
index theory and define the relative topological index. In Section 3 we 
develop the machinery of heat kernel estimates which we apply to the 
relative index problem in Section 4. In the appendix, Section 5, we discuss 
the proofs of some theorems of Donnelly [3]. 
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1. SUPERSYMMETRIC SCATTERING THEORY 
We start by reviewing the main ideas of 121. Let 8 be a separable 
Z,-graduated Hilbert space with graduation r. Then $ decomposes in the 
direct sum of the eigenspaces fi+ of r to the eigenvalues q 1. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A supercharge Q is a selfadjoint operator on $J 
satisfying: 
(1) r(dom Q)Edom Q 
(2) [z,Q]+ =zQ+Qr=O on dome. 
H := Q2 is called the associated Hamiltonian. 
Relative to the decomposition of !$ a supercharge Q is represented by a 
matrix 
a=(,4 :->, Q-=(Q+,* 
and the Hamiltonian by 
DEFINITION 1.2. A supersymmetric scattering system consists of a pair 
Q, Q,, of supercharges uch that: 
(1) the wave operators 
IV7 (H, H,) := s - lim ~?e-“~~l’,,(H,) 
I+ Trn 
exist and are complete. 
(2) QW’(H, Ho)= W’W, Ho) Q. on dom(Qo)n90,,. 
Here P,,(H,) denotes the projection onto the absolute continuous subspace 
s_) o,ac of Ho- 
Scattering theory is appropriate to compare operators on their absolute 
continuous subspaces while supersymmetry is natural in index theory. We 
give now a sufficient criterion. 
LEMMA 1.3. The supercharges Q, Q, define a supersymmetric scattering 
system if for all t > 0: 
(1) Qe-‘” - Q,e-‘“Oe I?,(@). 
P,(B) denotes the set of trace class operators on 5. 
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ProojI See [2, Lemma 2.61. 1 
Let us now assume that 
(1) e--‘H+-ee’H$E~*(5),vt>0 
(2) e em’HPd(W E 2l(b), e -tHoP,(H,) E i?,(B), Vt > 0. 
Here P,(H) denotes the projection onto the discrete subspace of H. 
Because of (2) we can define the integers 
n(Q) := Tr te--‘HP,(H) 
n( Q,) := Tr re p’HoPd( H,). 
n(Q) can be interpreted as the index of Q+ restricted to the discrete 
subspace and similar for n(Qo>. Moreover (1) is sufficient for the existence 
of spectral shift functions t’(E, H”, H,‘) and hence 
nc(E, H, Ho) := t”(E, H+, H,+) - r”(E, H-, H,) 
such that 
Tr z[emfHPc(H) - e-fHoP,(Ho)] = t Jo= nc(E, H, H,) eprE &, 
where P, is the projection onto the continuous subspace. We have also 
Tr t[eefH-e -‘fy= t Jorn rf(E, H, Ho) ewrE dE+n(Q)-n(Q,). 
Let us make in addition to (1) and (2) the assumption 
(3) o,,(H) = os,(H,) = @, 
where crsC is the singular continuous spectrum. Using the Krein-Birman 
theory the supersymmetry of the scattering theory can now be employed to 
show that nc(E, H, Ho) is an integer for almost all E. If n”(E, H, H,) is in 
addition continuous then it is constant. It will turn out that in the examples 
of supersymmetric scattering theories related to relative index theory of 
generalized Dirac operators nc(E, H, H,,) has to be a constant integer 
whenever it is defined. This is proved in Section 4 without invoking such 
scattering theory arguments and independently of assumption (3). 
We are now in the position to define the scattering index. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The scattering index is defined as 
d(Q, Q,) := f\~ t Jb* n’(E, H, H,) ecrE dE 
if the limit exists. 
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A priori nc(H, H,) could be any real number. Clearly if n<(E, H, H,) is 
a constant integer then 
rf(H, Ho) = n’(E, H, H,,). 
2. THE GEOMETRICAL SETTING OF RELATIVE INDEX THEORY 
Let Xi, i = 0, 1 be complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds which 
agree outside of compact sets. In addition let Si be Clifford bundles over 
Xi equipped with parallel involutions ri which anticommute with the Clif- 
ford multiplication. We assume further that the bundles and the involutions 
are isomorphic outside of compact sets too. Then there are generalized 
Dirac operators Di. We say that these operators coincide at infinity. Let Ki 
be compact subsets of Xi such that over U := X,,\K, E X,\K, all structures 
are isomorphic (see Cl]). We want both operators to act on the same 
Hilbert space. Let sj be the orthogonal sum 
Then L2(Xi, Si) are canonically embedded into $. Denote by Pi the 
orthogonal projections onto these subspaces. The Dirac operators Di 
defined on the smooth sections with compact support are essentially self- 
adjoint on the image of Pi. We extend them to the whole space by setting 
them equal to zero on the complementary subspaces. The Hilbert space has 
a graduation induced by the involutions ri and the closures of the Dirac 
operators define supercharges denoted by Q,,, Q,. This pair of operators is 
the object of interest in relative index theory. 
We now define the topological relative index as in [l]. We cut the 
manifolds Xi at a hypersurface H in U and glue a compact manifold with 
boundary H such that the Clifford bundles extend over the resulting 
compact manifolds fi, Then there are Dirac operators Bi on Ti. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The relative topological index is given by 
ind,(Q,, Q,) := index d,’ -index fi:. 
One can show that this definition does not depend on the choices made 
above (see [1, Proposition 4.61). This will also follow from the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
The relative index problem consists in relating the relative topological 
index to analytic quantities of the supercharges as e.g. the difference of their 
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indices. The term topological comes from the fact that ind,(Q,, Q1) can be 
defined from the symbols of Di by a difference bundle construction. 
The relative topological index vanishes if the dimension of the manifolds 
is odd. 
3. TRACE CLASS ESTIMATES FOR THE DIFFERENCE OF THE HEAT KERNELS 
Our motivation for this section is to verify the condition 1.3 for the pair 
Q,, Q,. In addition we will be able to prove some properties of the heat 
kernels which are useful for the interpretation of the scattering index. 
Let Wi( t, x, y) denote the kernels of e -‘“I, i = 0, 1. We will employ 
results of Donnelly [3]. Although he proves his theorems for the Laplacian 
on p-forms one easily checks that all his arguments go through for the 
square of generalized Dirac operators. 
Let (4,) be a sequence of smooth functions on c!? with compact support 
being equal to 1 up to a distance m from Ki (i = 1,2). By A, we denote the 
multiplication operator with 4, on L2(U, SI U) extended by 1 on the 
orthogonal complement of L2( U, SI U) in 4j. 
THEOREM 3.1 [3]. 
s I WC46 4 x) - W,(t, 4 XII u 
is bounded uniformly in t > 0. 
THEOREM 3.2 [3], 
ind,(Q,, Q,) = lim Tr rA,(ePfHoP,, --e -‘“‘PI) A,. 
m--rcc 
In particular the right hand side is independent of t > 0 and an integer. 
THEOREM 3.3 [3]. If the essential spectrum of the Hamiltonians Hi is 
bounded from below by say tl > 0 then the index of Q,? is well defined and 
ind,(Q,, Q,) = index Q,’ -index QT. 
These results hold without any additional assumption on the geometry 
other than those made in Section 2. On the other hand Theorem 3.1 does 
not imply that the difference  -fH0P0 - eCrHIP, is of trace class. In fact for 
showing this we need a bound on the sectional curvature of the manifolds 
and a lower bound of the endomorphism appearing in the Weitzenboeck 
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formula for the generalized Dirac operator. We refer to Section 5 for a 
discussion of some aspects of the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
We now start to derive the desired trace class properties. Let 4, $ and 
y be smooth functions on X0 satisfying 
(1) supp fj E U, supp( 1 - 4) is compact 
(2) ~~PP~~~,~~PP(~-~~~~~PP~=~ 
(3) supp( 1 - y) n supp( 1 - 4) = a, supp y is compact. 
We construct an approximation to IV, on X0 as in [3]. 
E(c JG Y) := Y(X) Wo(k x7 Y)(l -d(Y)) + IL(x) wl(c XT Y) 4(Y)* 
The principle of Duhamel gives 
Wo(t, 4 Y) - E(t, x, Y) = - j’ jxo Wo(s, x, i)(d/c% + Ho) E( t - s, z, y) dz ds. 
Let Vc 0 be open such that O\V is compact, yI .=O and #IV= 1, xv be 
the characteristic function of V, G := supp d$ and xG be the characteristic 
function of G. Since the kernels Wi(t, x, y) satisfy the heat equation we can 
write 
(Wo(4 XT Y) - Jf36 XT Y)) Xv(Y) 
, 
=-- 
Is Wok x, z) L-(Z) grad II/~x&)DoW,(~-~, z, Y) xv(v) dzds 0 x0 
f - ss DoWoh x, z)x&)grad Ic/~x&) Wl(f-ss, z, Y)x.(Y)~z 4 0 x0 (1) 
where 0 denotes the Clifford multiplication. For a similar discussion see 
Donnelly [3]. Let B, A denote the operators of multiplication with xv and 
xG, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.4. The truncated difference B(e-‘HoPo- eCfH’P,)B is of 
trace class for any t > 0. 
Proof: By (1) the operator in question has the representation 
B(e-‘HoPo - e-‘H’P,)B 
= - 
s 
’ (BeeSHoPoA) grad $0 (AQle-(‘pS)H’P,B) ds 
0 
- d (BQoe s -“HoPoA) grad $0 (Ae-(‘-“)“‘P, B) ds, 
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where we have indicated a suitable factorization. In fact we will show that 
(BK”~OP,,A), (AQle-(‘-S)HIPI B), (BQ,e-“H”P,A), and (Ae-“-“‘H’P, B) 
have a uniformly bounded Hilbert-Schmidt norm for all s E [0, t]. Then 
the integrand has uniformly bounded trace norm and the claim follows by 
integration. 
(Be-“““P,A) has the kernel xv(x) W,Jt, x, y)xG(y). Let d=dist(G, V) 
> 0. A finite propagation speed argument shows that for s d t 
s 1 Wo(s, x, y)l 2 dx < C( y ) e ~ dZ/8s, V 
where C(y) only depends on t and a local Sobolev embedding constant in 
y. Thus C(y) is bounded on compact sets and 
By the same method we obtain 
In the same way we obtain 
THEOREM 3.5. The difference B(Q,ep’Ho - Q, eerH’) B is of trace class 
for t > 0. 
Proof. By Duhamel’s principle 
Do Wo(t, x, Y) - DoE(t, x, Y) 
* 
=- 
ss Do Wo(s, x, z)(+% + Ho) E(t -s, z, y) dz ds. 0 x0 
If we perform as before we obtain 
= - 
- 
s 
: (BQieesHoA) grad $0 (Ae-“p”‘HkP, B) ds 
which can be estimated in the trace norm as in Theorem 3.4. H 
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Up till now, no additional assumptions on the geometry of the 
manifolds have been made. However, this result is not enough to show 
that the untruncated difference is also of trace class. Clearly (1 -B) 
(e-‘HoP, - eFfHIP,)(l -B) is of trace class. The difficulties arise from the 
long range influence of the compact parts, say B(e-‘HoP,-e-rH*PI) 
(1 - B). Here we need some further assumptions. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that Xi has bounded sectional curvature (below 
and above) and that there is a lower bound for the bundle endomorphism 
D2 -V*V = % on U. Then e-*HoP, - e-‘H’P, is of trace class for any t > 0. 
ProojI It is enough to show that B(e-‘HoPO-ep’H’P,)(l -B) and 
(1 - B)(e-‘HoP, - e-‘H’P,)B are of trace class. It suffices to discuss the first 
expression, since the second expression is the adjoint. We use the heat 
kernel estimates for the Laplacian on functions of Cheng, Li, and Yau [7] 
and the semigroup domination principle of Donnelly and Li [S] to obtain 
an upper bound of the kernel IV,. In particular the results in [7] yield 
Mi(t,x, y)<C,e C2 dist(x,K,)e ~ C3 dist(x, JJ)~ I 
where Mi is the heat kernel for functions. The constants Ci, i= 1,2,3, can 
be chosen uniformly for t in compact intervals. It is here that the assump- 
tion on the sectional curvature enters. Now the semigroup domination 
gives an analogous bound for Wi. Let A4 be the multiplication operator 
with e-Edist(x,K)2. Using the fact that the curvature assumption also implies 
a bound on the volume growth we can now show that for E small enough 
(1) MevrHB, H:=H,, i=O, 1 and 
(2) M-le-‘“XG, H := Hi, i = 0, 1 for every compact G c X 
are Hilbert-Schmidt. Here xc is the multiplication with the characteristic 
function of G. We are now ready to investigate 
B(eerHoP,, - epfHIPI)( 1 - B). 
We are done if we can factorize this into a product of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators. Using the semigroup property we can write with s := t/2 
B(ecfHoP, - e-‘HIP,)( 1 - B) 
= {Be~“HoP,M}{M-l(e-“*oP,-e~sHIPI)(l - B)} 
+ {B(e-“HoP, - e-SHIP,)M} {M-‘epSHIP,( 1 - B)}. 
By the claims (1) and (2) the operators in { } are all Hilbert-Schmidt. 1 
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THEOREM 3.7. Assume that Xi has bounded sectional curvature (below 
and above) and that there is a lower bound for the bundle endomorphism 
D2 -V*V = !H on U, Then e~‘HoQ,-e-‘H’Q, is of trace class.for t >Q. 
Proof. In principle we could proceed in the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.6. However it seems difficult to derive estimates of the first 
derivatives of the heat kernels Wi. Therefore we employ another idea. With 
s := t/2 we factorize the difference as follows 
e --WQO-e-‘H~~I =e-.rHoQ,(e- sHoP~-~-‘HIP,) 
+(e-“H~Q,_e-.sH’Q,)e~.sH~p, 
The first term is of trace class by Theorem 3.6. It remains to show that the 
second term is also of trace class. It is the sum of the following four 
operators. 
(1) B(eP”HoQ,-e-“HIQ1) BepsHIP, 
(2) (1 -B)(e-“HoQ,-e~“H’Q,)Be~“H~P, 
(3) B(eP”HoQ,-eP”HIQ,)(l -B)epsHIP, 
(4) (1 - B)(e-“HOQ, - ePsHIQ,)( 1 - B) e -‘H1P,. 
Term (1) is of trace class by Theorem 3.5 and (4) is of trace class 
because (1 - B) defines a restriction to a compact set. To discuss the term 
(2) we note the equality 
(1 - B)(eP”HoQ, - eeSHIQ1) BepsHIP, 
= ((1 -B)(e-“HoQ,-e-sHIQ,) BMp’}{MepJHIP,} 
and show that the right hand side defines a factorization into a product of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The second factor is Hilbert-Schmidt as above. 
In fact 
(1 - B) e-“HnQiBMp’ 
is Hilbert-Schmidt, too. To see this let U, := {XE U 1 dist(x, K) < m). 
Then 
Il(t -B)csH’QiBM-‘Ij;, 
Gj j IQ, Wi(s, x, y)12 dx dy e”“‘. m=O xo\v (Um\Um-l)n v 
A finite propagation speed argument gives 
s ,” ,u -,)nV lQiwi(t,X, Y)12dY~C~epC2”*, m m 
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where the constants can be chosen independently of x E X,\K For E 
sufficiently small the sum converges, proving the claim. The remaining term 
(3) can be handled in a similar way. m 
4. APPLICATIONS 
By the above results we see that a pair of generalized Dirac operators 
defines a supersymmetric scattering theory under rather general conditions. 
This leads to a variety of new examples because in contrast to [2] we do 
not have to know the heat kernels explicitly. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Di, i= 0, 1, be generalized Dirac operators on 
complete Riemannian manifolds Xi which coincide at infinity in the sense of 
Section 2. If Xi have bounded sectional curvature and the endomorphisms ‘Si 
are bounded below then the corresponding’ supercharges Qi define a super- 
symmetric scattering theory. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 1.3 and 3.7. 
This results does not cover the examples discussed in [2]. For this we 
would have to consider manifolds with boundaries. The problem in that 
case is that the semigroup domination method breaks down because we 
have to consider rather complicated elliptic boundary conditions in order 
to obtain supercharges. It appears that in general we have to use global 
boundary conditions. In a forthcoming paper we will show that all the 
results obtained here extend to manifolds with compact boundary, which 
are complete outside the boundary, provided some stronger curvature 
conditions are made. In particular bounded geometry of Si and Xi of order 
{dim X/2} will do. Here {r} denotes the smallest integer greater than r. 
We recall that the decomposition principle says that both supercharges 
have the same essential spectrum (see [8]). The next theorem is in some 
sense a stronger version of this result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 the supercharges Q0 
and Ql are unitary equivalent on their absolute continuous subspaces. 
ProoJ The wave operators are the intertwining operators. 1 
This generalizes a result of Donnelly [4] for the case when one of the 
spaces is locally symmetric. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 let us assume in 
addition that 
(1) e -rH’Pd(ffI) E %(43), e -‘HoP,(H,) E f?,(B), Vt > 0. 
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Then n’(E, H, HO) is a constant integer. Moreover 
in4(QoT Q,)=n(Q,)-n(Ql)+n~(Qo, QJ 
Proof. Since (e -‘HoP, - e _ rH’P, ) is of trace class with the notation of 
Theorem 3.2 we have 
Trz(e--‘H”p,-e--IH’p,)= lim TrzA,(e~‘Hop,-e-‘HIP,)A,. 
m’z 
The right hand side is equal to ind,(Q,, Q,) by Theorem 3.2 while the left 
hand side equals 
t I W nc(E, H, H,)ep’EdE+n(Q)-n(Q,). 0 
Since this expression is independent of t the function n”(E, H, H,) must be 
constant. Hence it is equal to the scattering index n“(Q,,, Q,) which must 
be an integer because ind,(Q,, Q,), n(Qo) and n(Q1) are integers. a 
We remark that no assumption on the singular continuous spectrum is 
made. Because scattering theory deals only with the absolute continuous 
spectrum in some sense the contribution of the singular continuous spec- 
trum to the index drops out. We do not know whether singular continuous 
spectrum can occur at all. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 
4.3(l) are satisfied. Zf the essential spectrum of the supercharges is bounded 
away ,from zero, the scattering index vanishes. 
Proof. By the assumption on the essential spectrum n’(E, H, H,) 
vanishes at zero. The claim follows because n’(E, H, H,) is constant. One 
could also apply Theorem 3.3. 
It remains an open question how to interpret the relative topological 
index if Theorem 4.3(l) does not hold. This occurs, e.g., for the Dirac 
operator on an even dimensional manifold which is hyperbolic at infinity 
and compared with the Dirac operator on the hyperbolic space. Here at 
least one of the kernels has infinite dimension. 
5. APPENDIX 
For completeness we discuss proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. It turns out 
that the proofs are rather easy provided the sectional curvature of the 
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manifolds is bounded and the endomorphism ‘% is bounded below. Then by 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 the differences 
e -fHopO~,-‘Hlp, and e-‘*OQ, - ebfHIQ, 
are of trace class for all t > 0 and the trace norms are uniformly bounded 
for t > 0 in compact intervals. 
THEOREM 5.1. If eerHoP, - e-rH’PI is of trace class for all t > 0 and the 
;zne norm of e-‘HoQ,,-ep’HIQ, is bounded uniformly on compact intervals 
ind,(Q,, Q,)=Trz{ec’HoP,-e-tH’P,}. 
Proof: The essential step is to prove that the right hand side of the 
equation is constant with respect to t. The remaining argument can be 
carried out exactly as in [3]. Let (bi) be a sequence of smooth functions 
on 0 satisfying 
(1) supp di is compact for all i 
(2) sup ld#i/ -rO as i-r co 
(3) O<bi<di+l <l and lim,+m bi= 1. 
Such a sequence could be constructed from the distance function to the 
boundary of 0. Let Mi be the multiplication operator with 4i on 
L2( U, SI U). We extend Mi by 1 to the complement of L2( U, SJ u) in 9. 
We will show that 
d/dt Trr{e-‘HoP,-e-fH’P,} =O. 
Since e-‘HoP,-e-rHIP, is of trace class we have 
Tr r{e-‘““P, - eCrH1 p, > = lim Tr rMi { eCfHoPO - eCfH’PI } Mi* 
i-02 
Mi restricts to a compact set and we can differentiate under the trace to 
obtain 
dfdt Tr rM, {e- ‘HoPO-e-‘HIP,} Mi=TrrM,{e-‘HoH,-e-‘H’H1} Mi. 
We study one term of the type Tr zMie-*HHMi. We factorize the argument 
of the trace as 
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Using Tr(AB) = Tr(BA) and [Q, Mi] = grad die on the image of epr12” we 
calculate 
Tr rMie~‘“HMj= Tr ep’J2HQMirMiQe-1’2 
= Tr 2 grad 4; 0 7Qep’“Mi - Tr rM,e -‘HHM, 
and hence 
Tr sM,e-‘“HM, = Tr grad 4;~ rQe-‘“M;. 
This leads to the estimate 
]d/dtTr zMi{e- fHoPO-e~‘H’P,} MiI 
=]Trgradq5jos{e~‘HoQ,-e ‘“‘Ql}M,I 
6 Ilgrad $i II llep’HoQ, - e -‘“‘Ql II L’,csI. 
The right hand side converges to zero uniformly for t in compact intervals. 
This proves the claim. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf eprHoP, - e-‘“‘P, is of trace class for all t > 0 and the 
essential spectrum of Hi, i = 0, 1, is bounded away from zero then 
,lim Trz{e~‘HoP,-e~rHIP,} =index Q,+ -index QT. 
Proof: Let W, be the projections onto ker Hi and V, := 1 - Wi, i = 0, 1. 
Then Vi Hi > a > 0 for some a and 
Tr z{e~rHoP,-e-‘H’Pl} 
=index Qc -index QT +Trz{e~‘HOVO-e~‘HIV,}. 
It suffices to show that the last term goes to zero as t tends to infinity. We 
write 
This leads to 
lb- 2rHoVo - e-2tH1V1/I e,c5,) 
Q 2e-‘” Ile-‘HoVo - e-‘“lV, I/ r,(b, 
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Iterating this inequality we obtain 
II- 2”‘HoVo - epZnfHIV1 11 e,cBj 
<2”eC2”-“” Ile~‘HoVo-e-t”‘V,(~,1~8,. 
This proves the claim by setting t = 1 and letting n tend to infinity. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf the conditions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are satisfied 
we have 
ind,(Q,, Q1)=index Q,’ -index QT. 
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